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Abstract 

Abstract 
Concrete shells were used extensively in the 20th century for their efficient use of materials, however 
the cost of producing the complex form in rigid planar material was often prohibitive and the use of 
shells declined. This paper examines the potential to use gridshell as a redeployable formwork system 
for concrete shells. 

Gridshells have seen a revival in the last decades following the successful design and completion of 
the Weald and Downland timber gridshell in Sussex, UK and Savill Garden Gridshell in Windsor, 
UK. Intrinsically linked to architecture and structure, the projects embed, embody and unify 
construction understanding and forming process, epitomising the holistic trinity of architecture, 
structure and craft. 

The gridshell deforms from a 2-dimensional timber lattice flat-mat into into a three-dimensional 
structure, whose geometry is held at the abutments.  Thus complex 3D forms can be produced from a 
simple 2D planar assembly.  

The idea of using a flat-mat as concrete formwork was previously presented in Tang 2012 [1]. The 
work reported here continues from that point to investigates the use of a deployable gridshell as a 
reusable, recyclable and re-configurable formwork for concrete shell construction. 

This paper presents, the results of trial construction of two concrete shells using a gridshell coupled 
with a textile membrane as formwork. A particular point was to demonstrate the redeployment of the 
gridshell.  The same flat mat gridshell was used to construct each shell. The height span and width of 
each shell varied. Of interest is the initial testing of system feasibility, analysis and subsequent 
improvements made in constructing concrete shells. Digital image corerelation and a careful survey of 
the deformations were made. These were used to understand that physical response of the deformable 
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formwork during casting.. A detailed study of final geometry of the shells was undertaken and 
compared with the initial geometry of the gridshell.  
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Figure 1: All formwork and their resultant thin concrete shells   

1. Introduction 
Aims and Objective:  
Concrete shells are very efficient on material usage due to their form-active structural geometry. 
However in conventional practice the construction of the formwork itself is often expensive and was 
seen as a limiting factor on the ongoing use of the shells. The use of a redeployable and reconfigurable 
formwork system would  mitigate many of the disadvantages inherent in traditional construction, Tang 
2012 [2]. 
The study reported here considers the use of  a deployable gridshell as re-usable and re-adjustable 
supporting framework for fabric formwork onto which concrete is laid.  
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Figure 2: Stages of Construction of gridshell use as formwork 

 
Aims of the study: 
The project is intended to examine the effectiveness of using a deformable gridshell as a re-useable 
formwork system as follows: 

• Construct 2 simple vaulted shells with geometries using the same gridshell to support a fabric 
layer 

• Following small scale model studies,   a gridshell is made from PVC plastic conduit piping 
with an elliptical profile bolted together with plastic binding screws. The binding screws 
create free-rotating scissor jointsallowing the flat mat to deform into a 3D shape..  

• This flat plane is now bent and propped against 2 prefabricated abutments affixed to a 
premade timber platform 

• Once the required form is obtained the geometry is locked in place by adding additional 
struts to triangulate the gridmat.  

• A poly-propylene woven fabric and stretched over the gridshell to support the concrete. 
• Concrete was then applied directly to the fabric  
• Once the concrete has set the gridmat was then removed from under the concrete shell. 
• To create the next shell, the bracing that triangulates the structure and therefore fixes in their 

dimensions are then removed from the gridmat. With the joints free again, the gridmat was 
deformed into a mat with a different geometry to produce a shell that is is longer and  
narrower than the first.  The second shell was constructed on a different set of abutments 
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• After this, the steps of casting and assembling and dissembling are again repeated to test the 
viability of this method of construction.  

                  

               
Figure 3: (top) models showing deformation of gridmat. (below) Construction drawings 

Materials used in the construction of the gridshell formwork: 
 

• 3m lengths of poly vinyl chloride (pvc) pipe electrical conduits elliptical sections with 
section profiles 16mm wide, 10mm deep were used. They were drilled with 5mm diameter 
holes at 200mm centres to allow for binding screws. 

• Plastic screws with a diameter of 5mm and of varying lengths of 20mm, 30mm and 40mm. 
The screws were also chosen due to their relatively flat head to reduce protrusion  into the 
fabric.  

• Polypropylene woven textile was used for the fabric formwork manufactured from JD 
Wilkie. 
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Figure 5: Detail sketch (top), abutment construction (below) 

Abutment Design:  
The abutments define the structural behaviour of the shell, providing both vertical and horizontal 
restraint. The abutments were cast in 2 different sections using 5mm thick acrylic plastic sheets taped 
together. The formwork was supported along the length with nine 5mm mdf boards laser cut for each 
abutment.  The abutments were reinforced   (Fig. 5 top left) Additionally, 2 threaded steel rods were 
also cast into the concrete to connect the  abutment to the baseboard. The 4 abutments were cast using 
a 3part 10 mm aggregate, 2 sharp sand, 1 part cement mix. 
 
Designing and Building the Baseboard: 
Given the space constraints in the workshop the shells were constructed on specially designed bases to 
allow movement.. Each shell sits within its own baseboard raised off the ground on a base with timber 
struts to create a space to allow for access and manoeuvred with a pallet truck when necessary shown 
in Figure 5 right. This elevation also allows the abutments to be screw bolted and attached to the 
baseboard. 
 
Concrete Mix for the shell: 
The concrete mix for the shells is dryer than the usual consistency to prevent slippage and sliding off 
the fabric formwork. No steel reinforcements were used in the shell, but 20 mm polypropylene fibres 
were added in the mix. The concrete mix consists of: 

62.5kg sand,  
25kg cement,  
150g 40mm Strux 90/40 Synthetic Macro Fibre plastic reinforcement  
14 x 600ml water 
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Stages of Construction 
Preparing the bases and the casting the concrete abutments. 
The abutments were cast and then attached to the bases a week prior to the construction of the shells 
 
Building the grid-shell: 
In an earlier experimental construction exercise carried out in 2011 during a timber gridshell student 
construction workshop [1], it was found that drawings and/ or physical models of the gridmat was 
essential as a key reference to determine the number of elements and joints that needed to be made.  
A 1:10 scale drawing of the plan of the gridshell was used as a reference plan to work out the exact 
number of pvc conduit pipes lengths and types of plastic binding screws to construct the gridmat. 
The PVC conduits were drilled with 5mm diameter holes spaced 200mm apart. 
Using 20mm long PVC binding screws, the flat deployable grid-mat was assembled. 
This gridmat was deployed to a flatten gridmat with an overall length of 1640mm, which in turn 
determines the width of this gridshell. This extended gridmat was then temporarily locked into 
position by securing cross members bracing pieces in position at the points of intersection to 
triangulate and brace the structure. These are secured at each intersection using 30mm long binding 
screws to pass through pre-drilled holes. 
This triangulated gridmat is propped between the concrete abutments to create an arched formwork. 
 

 
Figure 7: Left: Fabric formwork and edge detailing   Right:Abutment detail 

Forming the edge 
To ensure a tight seal that did not produce gaps that allowed the concrete to escape, a hem detail was 
sewn into the fabric into which pvc conduit members are fed through (Figure 7: left). An additional 
plastic pipe on each edge is attached on top of this structure with binding screws to produce a shallow 
tray detail. This edging piece not only holds the concrete in place, it also defines the visual thinness of 
the shell. As the depth of this edging piece measures 10mm, the concrete shell expresses this thinness 
when the formwork system is removed. 
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Interface Details between shell and abutment. 
Material continuity was to be achieved in concrete where the shell met their abutments. With a 
supporting pvc structural gridshell and fabric formwork placed above that supported the concrete, 
material arrangement and the sequence of formwork removal was important. 
To prevent the fabric formwork being caught between the abutment and the resultant concrete shell, 
the fabric surplus fabric was folded under the “tongue” of the abutment (Figure 7- right). 
To prevent concrete from slipping and leaking into the space below the abutment, a piece of acrylic 
was installed on each side of the vault abutment and propped against the abutment tongue using 
timber props which were screwed bolted onto the surface of the baseboard.   
 
Casting the Shell 
Once the formwork was ready, concrete mix was applied.  
A scratch coat of concrete was applied onto the polyester fabric starting from bith abutments 
simultaneously.  
Concrete was then applied at the apex. The concrete was gradually worked from the apex and moved 
towards the quarter spans. 
When the initial layer was complete a pattern of scores as applied. After a couple of hours whilst the 
concrete developed its set another coat of concrete was added following  the same sequence.. The 2 
elements on both sides of the shell that held the fabric together acted as an effective beading to define 
an edge that is not highly visible but expresses the process of construction, its formwork.  It was 
observed that the concrete deforms into the diamond shaped spaces between the gridshell pieces,and 
creating an undulating surface on the underside  The upperside had a smoothed trowelled finish. 
During casting measurements of the gridshell deformations were undertaken using a series of plumb  
lines organised in a rectangular grid. As loading of concrete took place, the position of plumb lines 
were marked and recorded. This indicated the movement of these intersection points and described the 
deflection along these points. 
After scratch coat was applied, the movement of plumb line was measured again. 
 
 

                                
Figure 8: Stages of construction 

It was noted that the apex of the arch raised from 665mm when unloaded to 675mm during casting.  
The concrete shell was left for 2 days to set and cure. 
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Stripping the concrete shell 
After 2 days the formwork was removed, the side rail pvc pipes were removed first. Then timber 
props were removed followed by timber bracing pieces were removed., Next, the fabric was stripped 
This process took 15 minutes from start to finish. 
 
Casting shell two 
The gridshell was re-assembled onto the second base board and abutments to cast shell two, this shell 
was longer and narrower than shell 1. The shell was then cast following the same process as shell one. 
To assemble  the formwork cast, cure, strip, reassemble, cast was carried out of a period of five days. 
 
 

  
Figure 9: Left: location of plumb lines  Right: recordings of displacements on measuring boards 

 
Understanding the behaviour of the grid shell during casting 
To understand loading behaviour during the casting process, steel plumblines were hung at 18 points 
from the points of intersections at 50mm (the depth of a spirit level) from measuring boards. This 
level was set as datum. 
18 corresponding measuring boards A1 to C6 (Figure 9right) were made from MDF boards and laser 
cut. To locate each point location co-ordinate, they are assigned an x, y and z co-ordinate. 
This was the way to record deflection/ movement at specific points of the shell as it was loaded 
horizontally and vertically.  
These data are plotted on a 3 dimensional graph indicating each datum. The distance between each 
datum point is not to scale. Each small square represents 1mm on the x- and y-axis. However, on the 
z-vertical axis, the dimension is multiplied 3 times for ease of understanding this movement. 
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Relative Movement of points during loading for Shell 1 
 

 

 
Figure 10: three-dimensional Displacement Graphs (above) (after scratch coat); below (after scratch 

coat). 
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Shell 2: 

 
Figure 11: three-dimensional Displacement Graphs for Shell 2 

 
Discussion 

General Loading Behaviour 

The flexible nature of the gridshell during casting was noticeable despite being triangulated and 
rigidified. On the edges, their apex rose when concrete was first applied to starting from the 
abutments.   
Shell 1  
When the first thin layer of concrete was applied, the apex rose. Side A went down consistently with a 
maximum downward displacement of 7mm whilst Side C rose and did so with a maximum upward 
displacement of 4mm at both edge points C6 and C1.  Horizontally, region A moved positively ie 
towards the right with points A2 and A4 registering maximum positive x-displacement of 10mm. In 
terms of y-displacement, A1, A2 and A3 moved 1mm towards the front edge whereas A4 moved 
10mm in the positive direction ie to the right hand side. 
When the final coat was added after the scratch coat was allowed to settle and cure for a couple of 
hours, further movement was observed. The front region of the shell along side A moved downwards 
considerably with a maximum of deflection of -19mm at registration points A3, with A2 and A1 
registering a drop of 14mm and 12mm respectively. 
The middle apex regions rose further at this instance, with points B4 and B4 registering an upward 
displacement of 10mm from 5mm and 6mm recorded respectively before final coat.  
The final concrete layer did not result in much more movement in region C with the exception of the 
front region. A further upward displacement to 7mm (from 4mm) and to 8mm (from 4mm) are 
observed at the points C2 and C1 respectively. The remaining regions seem to remain stable after the 
final coat application. 
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Shell 2  
The second shell was cast in a single application rather than in 2 stages. 
The general result was interestingly similar in vertical displacement patterns. 
Region A exhibited a consistent negative vertical z-axis displacement, with a maximum negative 
displacement (drop) of 15mm registered at A4, A5 and A6. They also consistently moved positively 
on the horizontal x-axis with a maximum of +16mm at point A2, +15mm at points A4, A5 and A6. In 
terms of the y-axis, all registration points have moved towards the front having been displaced 
negatively.  
Region B (apex line) have mainly positive displacement exhibited with the exception of B1 which 
dropped 15mm. Points in the front  ie B1, B2 and B3 recorded a positive x-axis displacement between 
7mm and 10mm whereas points B5 and B6 at the back at -6mm and -1mm respectively. 
The front points C1 and C2 of the shell has been displaced towards the right and to the front and they 
rose. The back points C5 and C6 with the exception of C6 (which was blocked by a timber support 
and therefore not able to be registered), moved negatively on the x-axis ie to the left direction. They 
also recorded a vertical displacement of -3mm and -2mm respectively suggesting that they have 
dropped marginally after concrete loading.    
 
Summary    
 

  
Figure 13: Cushioning Effects 

Cushioning Aesthetics 
In this type of shell forming, the aesthetics of the shell is expressed on the underside of the shell where 
the cushioning is visible. The imprints of the formwork is visible   
The expression of the thinness of the vaulted shell is an important aspect of the design and in this 
exercise, careful consideration is taken in the design of the formwork by using a single pvc conduit to 
define a crisp finish. 
 
Summary 
The advantages of this method of construction is in its re-usability of the formwork to create new 
shells of different dimensions with feasibility and ease. At this scale of prototype, the feasibility of 
this hypothesis is proven. Deployable gridshells are feasible  in the rapid assembly of concrete shells. 
Compared to the limitations displayed in other formworks used in concrete shell construction, 
deployable gridshells seem to be able to overcome the shortcomings associated with rigid formwork. 
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The flexible nature of the gridshell allows the formwork to deform during casting and further study is 
necessary to explore the nature of the deformation and its overall significance on the performance. 
Further Development 
This research dealt with the construction of simple symmetrical shells. The shells were 
straightforward in their formal expressions. The development of a more sophisticated system of 
gridshell construction should be investigated with the possibilities of asymmetries and other shell 
geometries (synclastic and anticlastic morphologies). 
A series of structural tests have been carried out on the shells and these will be the subject of a 
subsequent publication. 
The limitations of this experimental construction relies on the size. Currently, 3m lengths of plastic 
conduits are used in the experiments. A system of creating a continuous shell without an excessively 
complicated method of material connection and process of construction needs to be explored. 
The shell is also limited in formal expression by the gridshell material. Although pvc conduits do not 
degrade under moisture ie rain in an outdoor environment; over time, it may suffer ultra-violet ray 
attack in an external environment. An option for testing may be to look into the use of carbon fibre for 
creating the gridshell. 
Openings in the shells and the method of creating apertures in a form-active surface is an important 
aspect to investigate as this is attributed to the disadvantages of this method of construction. 
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